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To schedule an interview or receive more information, contact:
Michael Zuidema, Communications Manager 
mzuidema@codeblue.com
616.494.8445

About Code Blue Corporation 
For more than 25 years, Code Blue Corporation (www.codeblue.com) has been the industry leading 
manufacturer of durable emergency communication solutions. The pioneer in developing and 
producing vandal-resistant Blue Light Emergency Phones at thousands of education, corporate, 
hospital, airport and municipal locations around the world, Code Blue’s expansion includes the 
innovation of advanced public address and mass notification systems to provide a complete end-to-
end solution. 

Security Experts Available for Interview

Code Blue Corporation, the industry leading manufacturer of emergency communication 
solutions, is a valuable resource on the expanding and changing security landscape, 
from manufacturing and IT trends to the best safety practices for universities, hospitals, 
corporations, airports and more. We would be happy to make members of our team 
available to provide insight, information and commentary on the current and future market. 

David Cook
Chief Executive Officer

Bio:  With a tremendous background that spans telecommunications, 
IT and security, David Cook brings unique insight to his work at 
Code Blue.  David manages sales, finance, marketing, business 
development, product development and manufacturing, along with 
customer service.  Prior to joining Code Blue, Cook served as the 
Chief Technology Officer for Corner World Corporation and served 
in the United States Navy as an intelligence specialist holding top 
secret security clearance and is a veteran of the Gulf War.  He also is 
a member of NFPA and SIA. 
Areas of expertise:  IT technology, telecommunications, open 
systems
Topic ideas:  Incident response/management, migrating to IP, 
software development, emergency communications

David Fleming
Chief Design Officer

Bio:  David Fleming has compiled a resume that includes more 
than a decade of innovation and leadership in how individuals and 
organizations communicate.  In his role as Chief Design Officer for 
Code Blue, Fleming leads all marketing and product design initiatives 
for the organization, where he works to translate research and 
customer feedback into industry leading solutions. He is a member 
of SIA and ASIS, and has been a speaker and thought leader in the 
areas of emergency communication.
Areas of expertise:  Integration, security trends, sales and 
marketing
Topic ideas:  Mass notification, emergency communications, social 
media, buyer trends, marketing messaging


